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Note: These rankings aren’t intended to project where I think the players will be drafted; rather they are where I think the player 
should be drafted based on my general sense of draft value and relative to the talent pool of recent years. Projecting where 
players will be drafted is the stuff of carnival shows and actually drafting them appropriately from a valuation perspective is the 
coach or general manger’s job.  
 
Like most industries, the big secret is that many NFL GM’s are not particularly good at their jobs. For example, I don’t think Russell 
Wilson lasts to the 3rd round if the preponderance of NFL front offices were actually good at evaluating talent or unafraid to step 
outside the comfort zone of anchoring on consensus projections. Hell, he probably doesn’t even last to 3rd overall in any re-draft 
scenario!  
 
Tom Brady was a 6th round draft pick. Richard Sherman was a 5th round draft pick. These examples show how critical talent 
evaluation is to building a Super Bowl caliber roster and, like investing, talent evaluation and projection is an inexact science that 
carries a great deal of risk and requires a disciplined, rigorous approach. Also akin to investing, the best talent evaluators in the 
industry have a proven and repeatable process for creating success and risk managing failures. 
 
Enjoy! 
 

-Swami D #65 

BIRD’S EYE VIEW: IT’S A BETTER CLASS THAN YOU THINK 

CAVEAT: THERE’S A CAVERNOUS GAP BETWEEN THE TOP TIER OF PLAYERS AND THE SECOND TIER OF PLAYERS 
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D.J. HUMPHRIES: TOP 10 TALENT (LT) 

Assets: 
-finisher; plays aggressive 
-country strong; powerful 

hip snap and arm extension 
when drive blocking 

-doesn’t stop his feet on 
contact 

-effortless kick slide; 
“dancing bear” 

-takes good angles when 
setting in pass protection 

 
Liabilities: 

-very high hands in pass 
pro; inaccurate/inconsistent 
hand placement that allows 

defenders to get into his 
chest 

-takes poor angles when 
scraping up to the 2nd level 
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CEDRIC OGBUEHI: TOP 15 TALENT (LT) 
Assets: 

-flawless kick-slide 
-takes perfect angles in pass 

pro 
-great hand-eye 

coordination: consistent and 
accurate hand placement 

and makes first contact with 
the inside arm in pass pro 

-snap anticipation 
-finisher; will look to drive 
defenders out of the play 
when he gets his hands 

locked on  
 

Liabilities: 
-played in an extremely soft 

spread offense scheme, 
which begs the question: “Is 

he a finesse tackle?” I 
watched ~100 snaps of his 
and am not sure I saw him 

drive block once! 
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T.J.  CLEMMINGS: MID 1ST ROUND (LT) 
Assets: 

-D’Brickishaw Ferguson 
clone; surprisingly polished 

from a technique 
perspective despite not 

having played the position 
for long time 

-“sexy” pass-pro technique: 
low hands, decent enough 

kick slide; just looks the part 
-not a mauler or phone 

booth guy, but explosive 
enough to generate good 
pop on contact – mostly 
because of his concise 

footwork (gets the 2nd step 
down in a hurry) 

-outstanding length; takes 
edge rushers on “the ride” 

with great ease 
 

Liabilities: 
-incredibly poor snap 

anticipation 
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BRANDON SCHERFF: LATE 1ST ROUND TALENT (RT/G) 

Assets: 
-country strong; mauler 

-patient, accurate hands in 
pass pro and packs a really 

good punch 
-concise footwork; doesn’t 

elongate the 2nd step 
 

Liabilities: 
-takes poor angles when 

drive blocking which 
doesn’t allow him to win on 

contact as much as he 
should; he just outmuscles 

defenders as the play 
progresses… can he 

consistently do that in the 
NFL? 

-limited change-of-direction 
skills in pass pro; 

susceptible to double 
moves by defenders with 

natural slipperiness 
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CAMERON ERVING: EARLY 2ND ROUND TALENT (C) 

Assets: 
-great anchor in pass pro; 
not going to get bullied by 

the Vince Wilforks and 
Haloti Ngatas of the world 

-active in pass pro; looks to 
help with ill intentions 
-very good at reach 

blocking the shade without 
giving up too much ground; 
reminds me of a young Max 

Unger in that respect 
 

Liabilities: 
-technique dips noticeably 
when fatigued and starts to 

play high and grab 
-not a good left tackle; 

takes bad angles when kick 
sliding and simply cannot 

handle a speed rush 
around the edge 
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A.J. CANN: 3RD ROUND TALENT (G) 
Assets: 

-tremendous hip snap at the 
point of contact and 

noticeable playing strength 
advantage when drive or 

down blocking 
-keeps his feet moving upon 

contact 
-solid anchor in pass 

protection 
-extremely durable (51 starts) 

and a reliable leader (two-
time team captain); will get 

teammates to “buy in” 
 

Liabilities: 
-elongated footwork and will 
struggle to cut off the zero or 

shade on the backside of 
any zone running play 
-generally slow-footed 

-poor snap anticipation for a 
guy with this many starts 
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LA’EL COLLINS: 3RD/4TH ROUND TALENT (RT/G) 
Assets: 

-elite upper body strength; 
wins in the “phone booth” 

-powerful drive blocker; can 
roll a defender off the snap 

 
Liabilities: 

-the irony of the very last 
sentence of his bio is that 
this guy is nobody’s first 

rounder from a multi-year 
talent observation 

perspective; just above 
average and will probably 

get over-drafted 
-out of control moving 

forward; whiffs on too many 
drive blocks 

-doesn't target with proper 
angles when reaching or 

down-blocking 
-inconsistent footwork when 

kick-sliding 
-lazy hands in pass pro 
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ANDRUS PEAT: 4TH/5TH ROUND TALENT (RT) 
Assets: 

-tremendous length 
-strong upper body strength; 

packs a powerful punch 
-a real bully on down blocks; 

completely collapses 
unsuspecting three 

techniques 
 

Liabilities: 
-a poor man’s John Runyan; 
the boy plays higher than 

molasses and I’m not sure that 
will ever change, as he is a 

natural waist bender 
-sloppy footwork; doesn’t hit 
his angles on reach blocks 
-looks extremely awkward 

pulling 
-does way too much clutching 

and grasping in pass 
protection and will generate a 

lot of “laundry” when 
consistently facing NFL-caliber 

speed rushers 
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HRONIS GRASU: 6TH/7TH ROUND TALENT (C) 
Assets: 

-scrapes to the second level 
better than or at least as well as 

any prospect in the draft 
-smart – on film it’s very clear 
that the blocking schemes of 
Oregon’s high-tempo offense 

were set by him 
 

Liabilities: 
--I’m not sure this guy can start 
in the NFL on a consistent basis 

for a competitive team 
-a true finesse center 

-no anchor in pass pro; 
extremely “light in the arse” 

-stops his feet upon contact and 
doesn’t generate any 

movement in the run game 
unless moving laterally 

-for a guy lacking a ton of 
natural power, you’d think he’d 
learn to play lower in order to 
maximize what limited weight 
room strength he does have 
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LAKEN TOMLINSON: ??? 

Assets: 
-N/A 

 
Liabilities: 

-N/A 

• I can’t find any film on him, so I’m 
not going to pretend like I have an 
educated view on his abilities.  

• That’s what the #OldWall does; we 
are @Hedgeye. 
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OLD FORMAT = $800/SQUARE FT NEW FORMAT = $1,300 SQ FT 

INVESTMENT CONCLUSIONS 

• Andrus Peat 

• La’El Collins 

• Hronis Grasu 

• D.J. Humphries 

• Cedric Ogbuehi 

• T.J. Clemmings 

LONGS SHORTS 



For more information contact: 

DDALE@HEDGEYE.COM  

203.562.6500 

mailto:DDALE@HEDGEYE.COM�
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